Simple is the new smart.

emporiaSMART.4
Better together.

available in the colours:
black

Senior features

HAC compatible (T4/M4)

emporia emergency call function*

IP54 splash resistance

Training book included
HAC compatible (T4/M4 standard)

VoLTE (Voice over LTE)

IP54 splash resistance
simple App installer guide

13/5 megapixel camera

Two battery covers (one with an emergency button and one without it)
NFC

Easy usage characteristics
Large screen with text that is easy to read
Speech-to-text
Google Assistant

*Fivefold safety thanks to the emporia emergency button:
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When the emergency button is pressed, up to five predefined contacts will be
called until someone answers.
The phone will automatically go into loudspeaker mode.
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A prepared emergency SMS will be sent to an emergency number.
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GPS-enabled phones will provide their coordinates with the emergency call.
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A loud alarm tone will simultaneously sound to draw the attention of anyone
in the vicinity to the emergency situation.
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Technical data

Functions

4G/FDD LTE (MHz)

800/900/1800/2100/2600

Browser

3G/WCDMA (MHz)

900/2100

WhatsApp

2G/GSM (MHz)

850/900/1800/1900

Google Playstore

Back camera

13 megapixel

Weather

Front camera

5 megapixel

email

VoLTE (Voice over LTE)**

Magnifier

VoWIFI (Voice over WIFI)**

QR Scanner

WIFI

Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n

GPS

LED torch
Alarm clock with snooze function

Operating system

Android 10

NFC for contactless payments

Screen size /pixels

5“/ 480 x 960

Vibration alert

Processor

1,5 Ghz Quadcore

Calendar

Memory (RAM/ROM)

3 GB/32 GB

Calculator

NFC

Various ringer volumes

Bluetooth

4.2

SIM card type

Nano SIM

Port for USB
charging cable

USB Type-C

MicroSD card slot

max. 64 GB
(Micro SD Card)

Headphone port

3,5 mm

Handsfree

Two microphones
Battery

2500 mAh

Mains plug

5,0 V – 1,5 A

Dimensions (mm)

138 x 66 x 11

Weight

155 g

Device/battery guarantee

12 months/ 6 months

Box contents
1x 4G smartphone
1x Li-ion battery
(replaceable)

2500 mAh

1x extra battery cover without an emergency button
1x type-C USB cable with a mains plug
1x headset
1x user guide
1x 135 page training book

** depending on the network operator
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